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I.

Answer as directed :

1.

Fill in the gap with the opposite of the underlined word :

[3 × 1 = 3]

The fan is mysterious as it is a __________ relative of the talking fan, if it is a near
one would have been supportive.

2.

Fill up the blank with appropriate tense form given with in brackets :
If the fire __________ (have/has) no fuel to feed on, no burning can take place.

3.

Co-relate the first set as like in the second pair :
imaginable : ____________ : : open : reopen.

II. Match the following :

[4 × 1 = 4]

‘A’

4.

Walk softly through the

‘B’
a)

A Bicycle in good repair

velvet grass

5.

Business

b)

finger tips

6.

“Don’t you trouble about it any more;

c)

And listen by the brook

d)

Garden Snake

e)

Partner

you will make yourself tired

7.

the ends of one’s fingers

III. Answer the following questions in a word or sentence each :

[5 × 1 = 5]

8.

Reproduce the eating habit of Mr. Nath.

9.

Interpret the line from Meadow surprises that signify the meaning need a keen eye
and a sharp ear to enjoy a meadow.

10. Name the first invention of Mr. Willy Wonka with its feature.
11. Define the term ‘Fire’.
12. Rewrite the sentence using must/should in place of the underlined words :
If you want to stay healthy, exercise regularly.

IV. Answer the following questions in 4 lines each :

[10 × 2 = 20]

13. Explain in brief how firefighters are equipped professionally.
14. Differentiate between a cricket bat and a hockey stick.
15. Dad’s plan C was a success. Why it was a failure then?
16. How does Nishad feel about Mr. Nath?
17. Why is the chatter electrical in the Talking Fan?
18. Explain the extract with reference to the context :
“Nothing is easier than taking off the gear-case”.

19. In ‘Garden Sanke’ a snake is depicted as a harmless one. Justify.
20. Frame distinct sentences using the phrase and the word pair.
a)

topsy-turvy

b)

safe and sound
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21. a)

Write the other two degrees of comparison to the adjective word : long
comparative : ______________
superlative : _______________

b)

“catch ‘em!” he shouted;
“catch ‘em! We mustn’t lose any of them.”
What does ‘em!’ imply?

22. a)

Combine a pair of simple sentences to make a single sentence :
I made an effort.
I was pleased with myself.

b)

Co-relate the set of pairs :
dampen : suffix : : fasten : ___________

V.

23. Write a letter to your brother or sister on your preparation for this annual
examination.
[1 × 4 = 4]

VI. 24. Write a short paragraph on the proverb :

[1 × 4 = 4]

‘Hardwork Pays Success’ in 10 lines.
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